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Major changes in the insurance world—major opportunities for the contact center

As insurance companies increasingly move toward direct-to-consumer distribution models, 

insurance contact centers are the main—often the only—direct contact point between an insurer 

and its policy holders. To meet ever-rising customer expectations for convenient, seamless and 

predictive service experiences, forward-thinking contact center leaders are gaining buy-in from 

top-level leadership to make new technology investments that completely redefine the value  
the insurance contact center can deliver. How are they winning over these decision-makers?  

By drawing a clear line from added value the contact center can provide to the key business 

objectives leadership cares about most.

Insurance Companies:  
4 Must-Have Tips to Improve Customer Experience
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 1. http://ins.accenture.com/rs/897-EWH-515/images/Transforming-the-Insurance-Contact-Center-Experience-POV.pdf

 2. American Customer Satisfaction Index 

 3. http://www.pwc.com/us/en/financial-services/publications/viewpoints/assets/fs-viewpoint-insurance-claims-function-operational-excellence.pdf

 4.  Insurance Technology – CRM in Global Insurance, Datamonitor, 2008 
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4 Tips to Drive Insurance Contact Center Success
As insurance companies increasingly depend on contact centers to improve customer retention, capture cross-
sell and upsell opportunities, and meet emerging customer needs, new analytics tools provide an incredible 
opportunity to unlock and fully realize the potential of 100 percent of customer interactions. 

But not all analytics tools can handle the unique complexities of the modern insurance business—and even 
a great tool needs a solid strategy. Here are four critical questions and four best-practice-based tips to help 
you build a comprehensive analytics solution and strategy that will drive results across the contact center and 
throughout your organization.

Key Insight: Insurance leaders surprised to learn most contact centers waste 98% of customer insights

Insurance leaders know the contact center has a huge impact on customer retention, revenue and profitability. 
But they’re surprised (and frustrated) to learn that the average contact center only examines two percent of 
all customer interactions. Most simply don’t have the analytics tools and strategy in place to effectively and 
cost-efficiently mine this voice-of-the-customer (VOC) data. Without the right program, the sheer volume of 
complex, unstructured VOC data is overwhelming. It’s impossible to analyze every interaction individually, and 
just as infeasible to analyze the big-picture data to spot trends. In essence, the signal is lost in the noise.

As savvy digital consumers, today’s customers want to connect anytime, anywhere, through the 
channel that’s most convenient at that point in time. They expect seamless service across voice calls, 
web portals and mobile apps, email and chat, and other digital media. The modern insurance contact 
center must be able to not only offer a broad range of contact channels, but also ensure that every 
customer voice is captured—across every channel.

Best-Practice Tip: Create an advanced contact center analytics program to make life easier for 
yourself and your team. Leading enterprise insurance contact centers have a single analytics 
platform with a comprehensive view of all customer interactions across every channel. The best 
solutions easily integrate with various customer communication platforms (call center systems, 
digital and mobile platforms, email clients, etc.) and enable a best-of-breed approach to selecting 
communication technologies.
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1 Can you capture every customer voice—across traditional and digital channels? 

The rest of this invaluable intelligence 
sits on the shelf—not working 
for the organization.

2%
The average organization analyzes 
just 2% of all customer interactions— 
mostly for random quality assurance 
checks and reactive investigations.

98%
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From a data perspective, contact center conversations—regardless of channel—are a complex, 
unstructured mess. They’re full of meaning, but messy and extremely varied in terms of syntax and 
structure. To extract value from these conversations, the contact center must first be able to convert 
this messy information into usable data that can drive analytics engines.

Best-Practice Tip: Use sophisticated technologies, such as phonetics and speech-to-text 
applications, to turn unstructured conversations into orderly data. Top insurance contact centers 
leverage best-in-class, third-party analytics tools to manage and digest their data effectively. This 
is a critical step in unlocking the true voice of the customer: putting these voices in a format that’s 
ready to be devoured by data analytics tools.

2 Can you transform every complex interaction into usable data?

Across every sector, U.S. contact centers captured more than 200 billion minutes of inbound calling 
in the last year—and those are just voice calls. Each call tells a small-but-valuable part of the bigger 
story. But the vast majority of those minutes can be rightly classified as “noise”—not relevant or 
usable information. To turn around insights in real time, the contact center needs to be able to filter 
out the noise and focus its analytics tools on the small fraction of data that holds the true meaning, 
value and voice of the customer.

Best-Practice Tip: Leverage intelligent analytics tools that understand the subtleties of context 
and tone, honing in on the true intentions and sentiments of the caller. By distilling the true voice of 
every customer and the meaning beneath every interaction, intelligent analytics enable an insurance 
organization to finally see the patterns, trends, challenges and opportunities that emerge in the  
big picture.

3 Can you filter out the noise and isolate the meaning? 
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The best contact center agent in the world is useless if she’s speaking the wrong language. Likewise, 
too many analytics solutions spit out complicated reports that ultimately require a data analytics 
degree to understand. This 1) adds the burden of hiring a dedicated data analyst, and 2) limits the 
“shareability” of contact center insights, making it difficult to extend value to other teams within an 
insurance business.

Best-Practice Tip: Employ best-in-class analytics programs that make it easy for even the most 
non-tech-savvy users to glean powerful voice-of-the-customer insights. Deploy easy-to-use 
analytics tools that offer intuitive interfaces that make it simple to monitor trends and easy to search 
for specific issues or concerns. Bring your data to life with highly visual displays and reports that 
make the data easy to understand, enabling you to have fact-based conversations with leaders 
across your organization. This transforms contact center data from an overwhelming torrent into an 
approachable resource that has value outside the contact center—driving logistical operations, sales 
strategy, marketing efforts and overarching business growth strategies.

4 Are contact center insights readily accessible and understandable to  
anyone in the organization? 

Calabrio is the leading WFO solution 
for the insurance industry.  
We work with some of the largest, most respected and  

renowned organizations in the world, helping them capture 

voice-of-the-customer data to increase contact center value 

and drive business results. To request a demo or see case 

studies on how we’ve helped large insurance companies  

drive contact center success, visit calabrio.com.
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